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Abstract

Operators and passengers need to adjust their plans in case of large scale disrup-

tions in railway networks. Where most previous research has focused on the operators,

this paper studies the combined support of both in a system where passengers have

free route choice. In case of a disruption passengers receive route advice, which they

are not required to follow: passenger’s route choice depends on the route advice and

the timetable information available to them. Simultaneous to providing advice, rolling

stock is rescheduled in order to accommodate the anticipated passenger demand. The

duration of the disruption is uncertain and passenger flows arise from a complex in-

teraction between the passengers’ route choices and the seat capacity allocated to the

trains.

We present an optimization based algorithm that aims to minimize passenger in-

convenience through provision of route advice and rolling stock rescheduling, where

the advice optimization and rolling stock rescheduling modules are supported by a

∗This paper is dedicated to the dear memory of Leo Kroon who passed away unexpectedly on the 14th

of September, 2016. The other authors want to express their gratitude for all the inspiration, support,

patience and friendship. Farewell, Leo.
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passenger simulation model. The algorithm aims to include and evaluate solutions

under realistic passenger behavior assumptions. Our computational tests on realistic

instances of Netherlands Railways (NS) indicate that the addition of the travel advice

effectively improves the service quality to the passengers more than only rescheduling

rolling stock, even when not all passengers follow the advice.

1 Introduction

Urban public transportation systems around the world provide service to millions of pas-

sengers everyday. Reliable service is essential to maintain, and possibly increase, the rid-

ership of this efficient and sustainable mode of transportation. During major disruptions

it is imperative that operators have quick and effective disruption management strategies

to diminish both the passenger delay and the long term negative effects on ridership due

to loss of confidence. This paper shows that the provision of targeted advice to passengers

can significantly improve the service provided to the passengers during major disruptions.

In case of a disruption, communication with passengers can happen almost instantly

(e.g., using smart-phones or tablets), while spare rolling stock may need hours to reach the

locations with an elevated demand. Prompt route advice can immediately help passengers

to avoid capacity bottlenecks that are impossible to prevent by rolling stock rescheduling

measures alone. The capacity shortages depend on the available train capacity and the

reaction of all passengers. These two aspects are unknown to an individual passenger and

therefore the advice from the operator is essential. In systems with no seat reservation and

free route choice, the provided advice needs to assist individual passengers’ best interests,

otherwise the passenger will decide not to follow the advice. Thus our problem setting is

far more complex than integrated passenger (re-)routing in systems with seat reservations,

such as airlines.

In this research we assume that the timetable has already been adjusted to the dis-

rupted situation. That is, the departure and arrival times of the services are given, and

no new services can be added, although services may be cancelled It is an interesting and

challenging direction for future research to extend our algorithm to include timetabling

decisions as well.

This paper addresses the integrated problem of passenger route advice and rolling stock

rescheduling in systems with free route choice. Passengers receive advice in the form of a

recommended route, compete for space, and react dynamically to changes in the timetable

and available capacity. Therefore the service quality passengers experience results from a

complex interaction between passengers and capacity. The objective is to minimize the

passenger inconvenience in terms of a weighted sum of waiting time, in-vehicle time, and

transfers, and to achieve this at reasonable operating cost. In order to make our approach

more realistic, we assume that the length of the disruption is uncertain and that passengers



may disregard the advice.

The contribution of this paper is twofold. For one, we propose a new mathematical

optimization algorithm for the problem of combined passenger route advice and rolling

stock rescheduling under more realistic passenger behavioural assumptions. This model

aims to minimize passenger inconvenience in a system where passengers have free route

choice. Secondly, we demonstrate through several case studies based on a realistic, large

and complex passenger rail network that the algorithm is viable and may yield significant

benefits for disrupted passengers. Specifically, we find that provision of advice yields

benefits to the passengers even when the duration of the disruption is uncertain and not

all passengers follow the advice. Moreover, good solutions can be found reasonably fast.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the overall model and solution

process. Section 3 reviews related literature. Section 4 describes the underlying passenger

simulation model, the assumptions on passenger behaviour, and the concept and function

of advice. Section 5 presents the mathematical optimization model for advice optimization

and discusses the rolling stock optimization, both for a deterministic disruption duration.

Section 6 extends the models to handle disruptions with an uncertain duration. Finally,

Section 7 is devoted to results of our case study, and Section 8 discusses these results.

Rolling Stock
Optimization Model

Passenger Simulation

Rolling Stock Algorithm

Advice
Optimization Model

Passenger Simulation

Advice Algorithm

capacity:
passenger capacity train per trip

kt, t ∈ T

advice:
aq ∈ Aq

advice:

aq ∈ Aq
paths:

Aq & Pqa
passenger flows:

passenger demand per trip t ∈ T

capacity:

passenger capacity train per trip

kt, t ∈ T

Figure 1: ARSRU algorithm outline.

2 The Big Picture

Our algorithm is inspired by Kroon et al. (2014), who solve the rolling stock rescheduling

problem by iterating between a passenger simulation model feeding back information on

the demand per trip to the rolling stock optimization model. The rolling stock optimization



model in turn defines the capacity per trip for the passenger simulation. This paper differs

in two important ways. First, an advice optimization component is added which supports

passengers, e.g. by warning them for capacity bottlenecks. As a result, also changes in the

passenger simulation model and assumptions on passenger behaviour are made. Second,

the disruption length is considered to be uncertain, unlike the deterministic length assumed

in Kroon et al. (2014).

Our algorithm for the Advice and Rolling Stock Rescheduling problem with Uncertainty

(ARSRU) depicted in Figure 1 consists of two sub-algorithms: an advice algorithm, and

a rolling stock rescheduling algorithm that is similar to Kroon et al. (2014). The sub-

algorithms are iteratively solved with the objective to minimize expected total passenger

inconvenience. The best advice depends on the available capacity per trip, defined by the

rolling stock algorithm. The best rolling stock schedule depends on the demand per trip,

that depends on the advice. We sketch in the following the algorithm for a deterministic

disruption duration; Section 6 explains the necessary changes for an uncertain disruption

duration.

Both the advice and rolling stock algorithm contain two components: a mathematical

optimization model, and a passenger simulation model (Section 4). The same passenger

simulation model is used in each component to model the interaction between passen-

gers, the advice, and the rolling stock schedule. The passenger simulation depends on

the provided advice path per passenger, defined in the advice optimization model (Sec-

tion 5.1), and the available capacity per trip, defined in the rolling stock optimization

model (Section 5.2). The passenger simulation model provides information to the advice

optimization model on the paths of passengers, both realized paths and possible new rec-

ommended paths that could reduce passengers’ delays. The passenger simulation model

provides information on the passenger flows, in terms of the passenger demand per trip, to

the rolling stock optimization model. The passenger simulation is our best model for the

emerging passenger flows; and therefore also serves as an evaluation tool to compute the

passenger inconvenience in each of the sub-algorithms under realistic passenger behaviour

assumptions, which includes passengers not following the advice.

Input to our model consists of a timetable, an adjusted timetable to the disruption,

an initial rolling stock circulation, and the passenger demand defined as a set of passenger

groups. Each passenger group represents a number of passengers planning to travel from

an origin station to a destination station at a specific time. The algorithm is intended

to support the operator at the start of a disruption. A solution defines a rolling stock

circulation and an advice per affected passenger group. The advice is a path consisting

of a specific set of station-to-station trips connecting the origin to the destination of the

passenger.

The ARSRU algorithm starts with the rolling stock algorithm. This very first iteration



is initialized by calling the passenger simulation with unlimited capacity, with all passen-

gers following the shortest path in the timetable, after which the rolling stock rescheduling

model is solved. Kroon et al. (2014) found, in line with our results, that the rolling stock

algorithm converges quickly with this initialization. The advice algorithm is called sec-

ond, as its purpose is to reduce any passenger delay caused by capacity shortages that

the rolling stock schedule was not able to prevent (when all passengers follow the absolute

shortest path).

3 Literature Review

Disruption Management focuses on recovering operations after an unexpected event has

made the original operational plans infeasible. Within public transport, this topic was first

covered in airlines (Barnhart et al., 2003; Kohl et al., 2007), and later followed railway

transportation (Jespersen-Groth et al., 2009). The objective is generally to minimize

a weighted combination of operational costs and passenger inconvenience. Disruption

Management concerns the reaction to major disturbances, e.g., resulting from the closure

of a track for several hours. Schöbel (2007) and Qu et al. (2015) describe several models

and provide a review for the separate field of Delay Management that considers generally

smaller disturbances. Cacchiani et al. (2014) provide a general overview of Disruption

Management in railways, while the short review below is limited to papers related to the

current research.

Disruption Management for Airlines Minimization of operating costs is one of the

main objectives in airline disruption management (Barnhart et al., 2003), to which, as

a secondary objective, the minimization of passenger inconvenience is sometimes added.

Lan et al. (2006) indirectly minimize passenger delay by minimizing delays of individual

aircraft. Bratu and Barnhart (2006) are one of the first to consider passenger recovery

during disruptions in airlines. They include the passenger recovery in the decision of

which planes to delay or cancel. They propose two models: one where the delay costs

for passengers for each decision are estimated outside the model, and a second where

passengers are re-assigned explicitly. Although the latter has a more exact representation

of passenger inconvenience, it is computationally much more expensive than the first which

is also successful in improving passenger service. Maher (2016) presents a model focused

on point-to-point networks where passengers’ alternative travel arrangements are uniquely

linked to the choice to cancel a flight. Hu et al. (2016) present a GRASP based algorithm

that combines a greedy heuristic to construct aircraft re-routing solutions, with a local

search heuristic. Their approach includes an operator controlled passenger assignment

model. Hu et al. (2015) consider a reduced time-band network, and an operator controlled

re-assignment of passengers to flights with a later departure that have the same origin



and destination as the cancelled flight. Their objective is to minimize the total cost of

recovering flights and the costs of re-routing passengers. However, railway operators do

not have the power to assign passengers to new routes in passenger rail systems without

seat reservation, and therefore these models cannot directly be applied in railways.

Trains and Rolling Stock Fioole et al. (2006) describe a rolling stock scheduling for

the setting of Netherlands Railways, with a main focus on minimizing operational costs.

The current paper’s rolling stock model is an extension of Fioole et al. (2006). Cadarso

and Marin (2011) consider rolling stock rescheduling in a rapid transit network the Span-

ish operator RENFE. Passengers are considered as a fixed demand between consecutive

stations in given time intervals. The model includes limited timetabling decisions, as

well. Haahr et al. (2015b) compare path based and composition based models for rolling

stock rescheduling, and find that both models could be fast enough for real time sup-

port. Furthermore, Haahr et al. (2015a) propose a fast branch-and-price model for rolling

stock rescheduling, as well as a model for integrating rolling stock rescheduling with depot

planning. Samá et al. (2016) propose a scheduling and routing meta-heuristics for train

scheduling for traffic management in railway networks that minimizes the maximum con-

secutive delay. Their algorithm combines several neighbourhood search schemes to find

new schedules fast for busy rail networks during significant disturbances. In a compari-

son test their algorithm outperforms a tabu-search and a MILP formulation solved with

a commercial solver. Dauzére-Pérés et al. (2015) propose a Lagrangian heuristic for the

integrated scheduling of crew and rolling stock, by solving the two sub-problems for rolling

stock scheduling and crew rescheduling including a few coupling constraints using a La-

grangian relaxation scheme. None of these approaches are focused explicitly on reducing

passenger inconvenience including dynamic passenger flows.

Uncertainty & Robustness Cacchiani et al. (2012) propose a two-stage optimization

model using Benders’ decomposition to solve the robust rolling stock scheduling problem

for finding better rolling stock plans, subject to a fixed passenger demand. Nielsen et al.

(2012) extend the model of Fioole et al. (2006) to a rolling horizon approach for rolling

stock rescheduling. Veelenturf et al. (2014) propose quasi-robust scheduling for dealing

with an uncertain disruption duration in the context of crew rescheduling. The aim is to

compute crew duties for the optimistic scenario (i.e., shortest disruption duration) in such

a way that they can be recovered even if another scenario takes place.

Passengers & Information Cadarso et al. (2013) present a model for rolling stock

and (limited) timetable rescheduling where passenger inconvenience is minimized based

on a dynamic assignment of demand in the resulting schedule. The passenger demand

is iteratively updated outside of the optimization model. Kroon et al. (2014) combine



a rolling stock rescheduling model with passenger simulations in an iterative framework

to balance passenger inconvenience and operational costs. The current paper extends

the work of Kroon et al. (2014). Veelenturf et al. (2013) describe an extension of Kroon

et al. (2014) for minimizing passenger inconvenience by also allowing minor changes to the

timetable. Parbo et al. (2014) propose a genetic-algorithm to reduce passenger waiting

times by changing the departure times of buses; the solutions are evaluated using a de-

tailed passenger assignment model. Cadarso et al. (2015) consider integrated rolling stock

rescheduling and timetabling for disruptions in railway, with the main focus on provid-

ing pragmatic plans by limiting the recovery period and the number of schedule changes.

Similar to Cadarso et al. (2013), passenger flows are dynamic and passengers update their

path in reaction to a disruption. In all five papers, passengers update their path based on

the timetable and do not receive advice from the operator helping them to avoid capacity

shortages.

Delay management applications consider passenger inconvenience, as well. Sato et al.

(2013) minimize passenger delays in timetable rescheduling. Dollevoet et al. (2012) con-

sider delay management with dynamic re-routing of passengers: the passenger flows are

not fixed, but depend on the decisions of letting trains wait for a feeder train, or not.

Corman et al. (2016) include both macroscopic decisions on delay management and dy-

namic passenger routing in a microscopic timetabling model for small delays. We refer to

Schöbel (2007) and Qu et al. (2015) for a more extensive review.

Koutsopoulos et al. (2011) demonstrate that passengers can profit from having real-

time information on the current state of the timetable, using the mesoscopic simulation

model BusMezzo that explicitly models the interaction between passengers and the pub-

lic transport system. Watkins et al. (2011) show that access to real-time information

of the schedule can reduce passengers’ waiting time and increase their satisfaction with

the system, by conducting a real-life experiment with the OneBusAway transit traveller

information application.

Although in general the attention to passengers is increasing in the field of public

transport, few papers focus on modelling dynamic passenger flows. The extensive review

of Parbo et al. (2015) on passenger related timetabling contains very few models with

dynamic passenger demand modelling, and none is similar to the context of passenger

behaviour considered in this paper. Therefore we believe the current paper, with its aim

to model more realistic passenger behaviour in the context of an optimization model for

railway planning where passengers have free route choice, forms a novel contribution to

the body of public transport research.



4 Passenger Simulation, Behaviour and Advice

An important aspect of this paper is the modelling of more realistic passenger behaviour

than an operator control or flow cost minimization model for systems with free route

choice. The passenger simulation model serves as our best model for passenger behaviour

To a limited extend this behaviour is also included in the advice optimization model. The

three key characteristics of the modelled passenger behaviour are as follows.

• Passengers act out of self-interest : altruistic behaviour to benefit the group does not

occur.

• Passengers compete with each other for space in case of insufficient capacity: passen-

gers already on board of a train keep their seats, while boarding passengers compete

with each other for the remaining space.

• Passenger behaviour is dynamic, they adapt their route when trips are cancelled or

they are unable to board a train.

The following concepts are used in this section and throughout this paper:

A timetable is a set of trips, where a trip t is a train ride between two consecutive stops

at a specific time. A disruption, in the context of this paper, causes the cancellation of a

set of trips. We denote by T the original or planned timetable, and by T δ∗ the timetable

adjusted to the disruption.

A passenger’s path is defined as an ordered set of trips in the timetable. These paths

correspond to directed paths in the time-space graph representation G = (V, E) of the

timetable. It contains a node for each station and for each time instant when a train

departs from, or arrives at, that station. The set Etrip contains an arc for every trip t ∈ T ,

the set Ewait contains arcs connecting nodes of the same station over time, and we define

E := Etrip ∪ Ewait. Thus arcs in Etrip represent passengers travelling by train, and arcs

in Ewait represent passengers waiting at a station. A straightforward modification of this

intuitive graph allows us to account for transfers as well. This representation of the graph

is used to find earliest arriving paths using a standard minimum cost path search.

A passenger group q ∈ Q represents a number of passengers with the same origin

station, destination station, departure time, and planned path in the original timetable

T .

Section 4.1 illustrates the complex interaction between passengers and capacity with

a small example. Section 4.2 describes the passenger simulation model and assumptions

on passenger behaviour Finally Section 4.3 defines the advice and describes how possible

options for advice are generated.

These topics are discussed in the context of a known disruption duration, extensions to

an uncertain disruption duration are presented in Section 6. An overview of all notation



used in the paper is provided in Table 1.

4.1 Example: Complex Interaction between Passengers and Capacity

Y Z

B

A

O D

Figure 2: Public Transport network

The complex interaction between passengers and capacity is explained using the exam-

ple network in Figure 2. Due to a track blockage the direct train from O to D is cancelled

Passengers can choose between two detours: the faster route O − A−D with transfer at

A, or the slower direct route O − Y − Z −D. The slower O − Y − Z −D train departs

before the O − A − D train, and is the fastest route if passengers are unable to board

either the O −A train or the connecting A−D train due to capacity shortages.

Raising the capacity of the O − A train will only benefit detouring passengers if the

connecting A−D train provides sufficient space for them. Otherwise, the elevated capacity

of the O − A train creates a capacity bottleneck at station A as more passengers arrive

than can leave. This illustrates the first interaction: the benefit to passengers of extending

the capacity of one train depends on the capacity of other trains.

The passenger inconvenience can also be affected by the route choice of other passen-

gers. For example, the (B−)A−D train might offer insufficient space to passengers at A

when many B−D passengers have boarded the train at previous station B. All boarding

passengers at A will have to compete with each other for the remaining seats. Passengers

originating at A compete with passengers detouring through A from O for remaining seats,

thus they may suffer a delay if the (B−)A−D train has insufficient capacity.

Adjusting the train capacity alone is not always sufficient to prevent capacity bottle-

necks: passengers also need to be aware of capacity shortages and alternative routes. One

may reduce the capacity of the O−A train to the number of passengers able to board the

A−D train. However, this step alone does not encourage the use of the O − Y − Z −D
route: when the O − Y − Z − D train departs, the passengers are not yet aware of the

capacity shortages on the O−A−D route. That is, shortening the O−A train will only



move the capacity bottleneck from A to O. In contrast, suggesting to use the O−Y −Z−D
route (because of capacities on the alternative O−A−D route) could convince passengers

to use this route and thereby reduce their delay.

The provision of advice can help prevent the occurrence of capacity bottlenecks and

reduce passenger inconvenience in a way that rolling stock rescheduling alone can not.

When an unavoidable capacity bottleneck is present at A, passengers at O will be better

off when they receive, and follow, the advice to take the ‘slower’ O − Y − Z − D route

rather than compete, and lose this competition for space at A. Apart from reducing their

own delay, following the O−Y −Z−D route may also reduce the delay of other passengers

as the total demand on the A − D route reduces, and even prevent capacity bottleneck

from occurring. A leading principle in this paper is that an advice route, such as the

O − Y − Z − D route, must have immediate benefits for the passengers following this

route. A crucial feature is that an operator cannot assign passengers to paths, nor reserve

space for them, as all passengers have free route choice. Thus the provided advice must

be in the best interest of the passenger, like in the example. Moreover, we will evaluate

solutions under different passenger behavioural assumptions, including several ones were

not all passengers follow the advice.

4.2 Passenger Simulation and Behaviour

The passenger simulation is our best model of passenger behaviour It serves as part of

the ARSRU algorithm, and is used to evaluate the solution quality of ARSRU solutions

under different passenger behavioural assumptions regarding the acceptance of advice.

This set-up was inspired by Kroon et al. (2014).

The passenger behaviour is described in Section 4.2.1. Section 4.2.2 provides a general

outline of the passenger simulation model.

4.2.1 Passenger Behaviour

The following three paths are used to describe and discuss passenger behaviour throughout

this research.

• The planned path is the passenger’s preferred path in case of no disruptions.

• The recommended path is the path that is advised to the passengers at the start of

the disruption.

• The realized path is the passenger’s travelled path.

Intrinsic passenger behaviour defines the planned path, including a reaction to the

recommended path; the behavioural and interaction rules lead to the realized path. As

mentioned above, a passenger group q ∈ Q represents a number of passengers with the



same origin station, destination station, departure time, and planned path. All members

of a passenger group have the same planned path, receive the same recommended path

(advice), but may have different realized paths. Initial passenger groups may be split

to model competition for seats and different reactions to the advice. For the sake of

convenience, passenger groups can have a fractional size.

The passenger simulation allows a wide range of behavioural rules. In this paper, the

following rules are implemented:

• A passenger’s planned path is the path with the earliest arrival time in the original

timetable given the planned departure time of the passenger.

• A passenger accepts the recommended path of the advice with probability φ, oth-

erwise the passenger follows the path with the earliest arrival time in the adjusted

timetable. If 0 < φ < 1, the passenger group is split in two, with fraction φ following

the advice and 1− φ following the earliest arriving path in the adjusted timetable.

• When attempting to board a train, the passenger groups compete for the available

capacity.

• When passengers are unable to board a train due to capacity shortages, passen-

gers update their path to the path with the earliest arriving path in the adjusted

timetable.

• When anticipated delay is above a threshold, passengers stop their journey (e.g.

chose an alternative mode, or not travel), and the operator incurs an additional

penalty.

Although a wide range of different rules could be selected and implemented in the

simulation, this set was chosen as it is closest to the behavioural rules in Kroon et al.

(2014). That is, if φ = 0, no passengers would follow the advice, and the resulting

behaviour of our model is equivalent to the assumptions in Kroon et al. (2014).

The passenger simulation allows for various ways of calculating the value of φ, e.g., it

may depend on the relative quality of the recommended path in comparison to the earliest

arriving path in the adjusted timetable. The sensitivity analysis for different calculations

of φ in the case study in Section 7 demonstrates that the ARSRU algorithm finds rolling

stock schedules and advice that together reduces passenger inconvenience further than

only rescheduling rolling stock in a approach similar to Kroon et al. (2014), even when in

the evaluation of the ARSRU solution not all passengers follow the advice.

4.2.2 Passenger Simulation

Our passenger simulation is a slightly altered version of the passenger simulation in Kroon

et al. (2014), to which we have added the concept of advice, different behavioural reac-



tions to advice, as well as the uncertain disruption duration (which is explained later in

Section 6). The main concepts and assumptions as important for the understanding of

this paper are described here, technical details can be found in Kroon et al. (2014).

Passenger Inconvenience Passenger inconvenience is calculated as the weighted sum

of the differences between the passengers’ planned paths and the realized paths, as com-

puted in the simulation. Paths are compared in terms of waiting time, in-vehicle time,

and number of transfers. In our application, the passenger inconvenience is expressed as

time-difference or delay. However it is an easy extension to incorporate specific weights

for waiting time or transfer time.

Input and Output Input to the simulation consists of an initial timetable, a timetable

adjusted to the disruption, a set of passenger groups Q, a recommended path per pas-

senger group aq, q ∈ Q and the capacity per trip in the timetable defined by the rolling

stock schedule. Output of the simulation is a set of realized paths and the number of

passengers who have taken these paths. This defines both the passenger inconvenience

and the demand per trip, the latter of which is input to the rolling stock optimization

model. Moreover, the simulation algorithm provides realized and candidate recommended

paths to the advice optimization module, as described in Section 4.3.

Algorithm The passenger flows resulting from interaction with other passengers and

the available capacity are simulated as follows.

• Passengers follow their planned path.

• Passengers adapt their path according to their behaviour (Section 4.2.1):

– at the start of the disruption τstart;

– when they are unable to board a train.

• Passengers compete for space. Passengers already on board of the train keep their

seats, while boarding passengers compete with each other. If capacity is insufficient,

the passenger groups receive a portion of the capacity proportionally to their size.

Then the groups are split: one part can board the train while the other part stays

behind on the platform. Passengers unable to board re-plan as defined by their

behavioural rules (e.g., to an earliest arriving path in the timetable).

• Passengers break off their journey if the expected arrival time is after their deadline.

The concept of a deadline is included to limit computation time. It also allows to

include passengers choosing a different mode of transportation or deciding not to travel

at all, and to penalize long delays more. The concepts of competition and deadline are

inspired by the passenger simulation of Kroon et al. (2014).



4.3 Advice

The passenger simulation generates, besides the realized path, the set of candidate rec-

ommended paths; the advice optimization model will assign each passenger group to one

recommended path and associated realized paths. The use of these paths helps to in-

corporate elements of the passengers’ behaviour into the advice optimization model: the

passengers will receive recommended paths that likely to be acceptable for them. For

example, the realized paths never force passengers to disembark their direct train; the

candidate recommended paths are generated such that these paths will (often) be in the

best interest of the passenger receiving the advice. Ceder and Wilson (1986) proposed to

generate paths to include behavioural constraints for a line planning model. For similar

reasons, Van der Hurk et al. (2016) pre-generated passenger paths for the multi-commodity

flow component of a shuttle planning problem for maintenance closures, and found that

this procedure led to an estimation of passenger inconvenience that is comparable to that

of more realistic passenger-route choice models.

In our framework, the set of paths is iteratively extended in the passenger simula-

tion. The iterative extension of a path-set within optimization is generally done using

a pricing model. However, we are not aware of a pricing model that captures the com-

plex behavioural constraints in our model (e.g., no passengers disembarking their direct

train), and that can also express the complicated relationship between realized paths and

recommended paths.

Section 4.3.1 defines the set of attractive paths that are considered as candidate rec-

ommended paths. Next Section 4.3.2 describes how these attractive paths are computed

in the passenger simulation model, as well as the relationship between attractive paths

and realized paths.

4.3.1 Advice and Attractive Paths

The main motivation for providing advice is to assist passengers in choosing the best paths

for them during a disruption. In this paper, the set of candidate recommended paths is

restricted to attractive paths of two types.

1. Earliest arriving paths in the timetable graph G independent of the available capacity,

given the departure time of the passenger.

2. Paths in the timetable graph G along which a passenger arrives earlier than on a

path of the first type by avoiding capacity shortages.

In the example of Section 4.1, O−A−D is of the first type and O− Y −Z −D is of

the second type. The difficulty is that paths of this second type depend on the provided

capacity per trip and the route choice of other passengers – both of which will be altered



in the solution process. Therefore the use of paths of the second type should be considered

as a heuristic approach.

At the start of the disruption, only the affected passengers receive advice in the form

of a recommended path. Affected passengers are those whose planned path contains at

least one of the disrupted trips, as well as those passengers who might be unable to board

their train due to capacity shortages on their path. Moreover, one advice is selected per

passenger group. That is, the advice is not fully personalized. This practical constraint

allows for an easy integration with a journey planner application, and ensures credibility

of the advice, that could otherwise suffer from two travel companions receiving different

recommended paths as advice. However, providing different advice to passengers of the

same group is a straightforward extension of the advice optimization model that will be

presented in Section 5.

4.3.2 Generation of Recommended Paths and Realized Paths

In the course of the ARSRU algorithm for each passenger group q ∈ Q a recommended

path set Aq is maintained. Moreover, a realized path set Pqa is maintained for each

passenger group q ∈ Q and each candidate recommended path a ∈ Aq. New paths can be

added to Aq and Pqa in every run of the simulation model.

The set Aq is initialized with the earliest arriving path in the timetable graph inde-

pendent of the available capacity for each passenger group q. In each passenger simulation

run, the set Aq is extended by attractive paths of the second type, that is, new paths that

by avoiding capacity bottlenecks are expected to have passengers arrive earlier than their

current recommended path. New paths to Aq are added when any of the passengers of

group q are unable to board a train due to capacity shortages. The simulation checks, by

way of a shortest path computation, if there exists a path with an earlier expected arrival

time than the current anticipated path for passengers unable to board the train, which

leaves from the original origin at the original departure time and avoids any overcrowded

trips – without anticipating the start of the disruption. If so, this path is added to Aq.
This way of generating recommended paths ensures that only passengers affected by

the disruption receive an advice. Passengers not affected by the disruption will receive

the ‘advice’ to follow the earliest arriving path in the timetable independent of capacity

shortages – which is equal to their planned path. Only when passengers are affected by

the disruption (the earliest arriving path in the original and the adjusted timetable differ),

or face capacity shortages on their own paths which makes them unable to board their

preferred train, do they possibly receive advice containing a recommended path different

from their planned path.

Two initial realized paths in Pqa are constructed for each recommended path a ∈ Aq:
(1) where passengers follow the advice; (2) where passengers decide to not travel by train.



This second path connects the passengers origin to their destination without the use of

trains at a high (passenger inconvenience) cost, and thus represents passengers leaving

the train system. In lack of data on when passenger demand declines, this feature is

included foremost to assure the existence of a feasible solution, to penalize very long

delays for individual passengers, and for computational reasons. However, the model is

flexible enough to include passenger group specific and delay dependent decline of demand,

if such information were available.

In every passenger simulation run, the set Pqa is extended by the realized paths com-

puted in the simulation of passengers in group q who received advice a. When part of

the passengers are unable to board the train, multiple realized paths for one passenger

group and advice will result from a single simulation run: namely one for the passengers

of the group able to board, and one for those passengers of the group that where not

able to board that train. The realized path set Pqa thus reflects more realistic passenger

behaviour in case of capacity shortages and, for example, will not include paths where

passengers disembark their direct train.

Capacity shortages arise depending on the paths (and thus advice) of other passenger

groups, and on the capacity per trip defined by the rolling stock schedule. Therefore,

the same advice could lead to different realized paths in passenger simulation runs with a

change in rolling stock schedule, or a change in the advice provided to other passengers.

Consequently sets Aq and Pqa are continuously extended through the run of the ARSRU

algorithm.

5 Mathematical Optimization Models for the Advice and

Rolling Stock Rescheduling Algorithm

Section 5.1 presents the advice optimization model and Section 5.2 presents the rolling

stock rescheduling model. Within this section the models are introduced in the context of

a deterministic disruption duration; Section 6 will propose the extensions to incorporate

the uncertain disruption duration.

5.1 Advice Optimization Model

The advice optimization supports the operator at the start of a disruption in selecting

advice (Section 4.3) in the form of a single recommended path per affected passenger group

q ∈ Q, where a passenger group q represents wq passengers departing at the same time,

travelling from the same origin station to the same destination station. The objective is to

minimize total passenger inconvenience caused by the disruption given capacity constraints

defined by the rolling stock schedule. The model is path based, foremost to include some

passenger behavioural constraints as motivated in Section 4.3, that also describes the



Table 1: Notation and terminology

Symbol explanation Symbol explanation

T Timetable T δ Timetable adjusted to disruption δ

D set of disruptions with length δ ∈ D φ probability of accepting the advice

E set of arcs of Timetable graph V set of nodes of Timetable graph

Q set of passenger-groups wq passengers in group q ∈ Q
Aq set of recommended paths for pas-

senger group q

Pqat set of realized paths for passenger

group q and advice a traversing trip

t

Pqa set of realized paths for passenger

group q and advice a

Pδqa set of realized paths for passenger

group q and advice a and disruption

δ

cp cost of realized path p

kt capacity of trip t ∈ T kδt capacity of trip t ∈ T in disruption

δ

xqpa number of passengers of passenger-

group q on realized path p for advice

a

yqa decision to select (1) or not (0) path

a as advice to passenger-group q

construction of (attractive) recommended paths Aq and realized paths Pqa.
Input to the advice optimization model consists of a set of passenger groups Q, a set

of precomputed (attractive) recommended paths Aq per passenger group q ∈ Q, and a set

of realized paths Pqa for each recommended path a ∈ Aq and passenger group q ∈ Q. A

rolling stock schedule defines the capacity kt for each trip t in the given timetable T δ∗ that

has been adjusted to the disruption. Furthermore, Pqat represents the set of realized paths

containing trip t for advice a, and cqp captures the inconvenience of a single passenger of

group q when travelling on realized path p. The costs cqp depend solely on the costs of the

arcs in the path that represent in-vehicle time, waiting time, and transfers. The limited

available capacity is taken into account in the constraints.

Two types of decision variables are included in the model:

• yqa A binary variable indicating the selection recommended path a as advice for

passenger group q, a ∈ Aq.

• xqpa A continuous variable indicating the number of passengers of passenger group

q following realized path p belonging to advice a, p ∈ Pqa, a ∈ Aq.



The model is formulated as follows.

min
∑
q∈Q

∑
a∈Aq

∑
p∈Pqa

cqpxqpa

subject to ∑
a∈Aq

yqa = 1 ∀q ∈ Q (1)

∑
p∈Pqa

xqpa = yqawq ∀q ∈ Q, a ∈ Aq (2)

∑
q∈Q

∑
a∈Aq

∑
p∈Pqat

xqpa ≤ kt ∀t ∈ T (3)

xqpa ≥ 0,yqa ∈ {0, 1} ∀q ∈ Q,∀a ∈ Aq, ∀p ∈ Pqa (4)

Objective. The objective function minimizes the overall delay of the passengers. Note

that the operational costs do not change due to the selected advice, as the rolling stock

schedule within the advice optimization module is fixed.

Constraints. Constraint (1) specifies that a single recommended path is selected as

advice for each passenger group. Constraint (2) ensures that all passengers of group

q ∈ Q are assigned to a realized path associated with the selected recommended path of

the advice yqa. Constraint (3) further restricts the assignment to not exceed the available

capacity per trip.

Minimizing the total cost of this flow is not necessarily equivalent to minimizing each in-

dividual passenger’s inconvenience independently. As the inconvenience of a specific route

choice of one passenger depends on the route choice of other passengers, as explained in

Section 4.1, the advice optimization cannot be solved for each passenger independently.

Therefore in model (1) – (4) the best advice for each passenger group is selected simulta-

neously, and the inconvenience is based on the expected resulting realized routes from the

advice Pqa. These paths aim to reflect more realistic behaviour, such as not disembarking

a direct train, as explained in Section 4.3. Solution quality is defined by the passenger

simulation model, that includes a more detailed passenger behaviour model.

5.2 Rolling Stock Rescheduling Model

The rolling stock schedule assigns rolling stock compositions to trips in the timetable,

where a rolling stock composition consists of one or more units of a specific rolling stock

type in a specific order. The assignment of rolling stock units to trips defines the capacity

per trip in terms of the number of passengers that are able to board. At the start of the

disruption, a new rolling stock plan is calculated based on a timetable T that has been

adjusted to the disruption, and the current, but now infeasible, rolling stock plan.



DefiningR as the set of all feasible rolling stock schedules, the rolling stock rescheduling

problem selecting the best rolling stock schedule r can be written as

min g(r) + f(r)

subject to

r ∈ R (5)

Here g(r) represents the passenger related service costs due to the occurrence of any

capacity shortages, and f(r) represents the operating costs of rolling stock schedule r

defined by the number of composition changes, the number of changes in the shunting

operations, and costs resulting from any unbalances at rolling stock depots at the end

of the planning horizon. The feasible set R is restricted by the maximum composition

length per station, the available rolling stock at every station, and limitations in shunting

opportunities and movements. Cacchiani et al. (2014) provides an overview of the state

of the art in rolling stock rescheduling.

The rolling stock optimization model is, for a deterministic disruption duration, iden-

tical to Kroon et al. (2014). The passenger simulation model (Section 4.2.2) is altered

to include passenger advice. Adjustments to the model of Kroon et al. (2014) required

to deal with the uncertain disruption duration considered in this paper are discussed in

Section 6.

Kroon et al. (2014)’s model aims to minimize both passenger inconvenience and op-

erational cost, and to our best knowledge represents the current state of the art in terms

of passenger-centric rolling stock rescheduling. The model allows for an easy embedding

in the solution framework in Figure 1, which is no coincidence, as this framework was

inspired by Kroon et al. (2014).

6 Uncertainty

In contrast to the common assumption in literature, the duration of a disruption is gener-

ally unknown in practice. Operators expressed to us the concern that providing advice to

passengers is not possible when the disruption duration is uncertain. Therefore, we assume

the duration of the disruption is uncertain in order to demonstrate that the concept of

providing advice is also viable and practicable in that situation.

The uncertain disruption duration is modelled as a two stage process.

1. At the start of the disruption (denoted by τstart), a set of possible disruption dura-

tions δ ∈ D becomes available.

2. At τmin (with τmin > τstart), the actual disruption duration δ∗ ∈ D is revealed.



At τstart, i.e., when the disruption starts, the operator announces an estimated duration

δpasg and a corresponding timetable T δpasg to the passengers who use T δpasg to plan their

journeys. The rolling stock is rescheduled assuming a duration of δroll. Parameters δpasg

and δroll are set independently to one of the durations in the set D, and a sensitivity

analysis to these parameters is included in the case study. For the sake of convenience

we assume that τmin is equal to the minimal duration of the disruption. The proposed

framework can easily be adjusted for a different choice of τmin.

The actual disruption duration δ∗, together with the corresponding timetable T δ∗ , is

revealed at τmin. At this point the rolling stock schedule is updated, and the passengers

update their paths to the shortest path in T δ∗ .

The ARSRU algorithm is called at τstart. It computes the advice and rolling stock

schedules at τstart by minimizing expected passenger inconvenience at τstart over all possible

values of δ∗ ∈ D. The algorithm computes advice and rolling stock schedules until the

end of the planning horizon, and takes into account that the passengers’ routes and the

rolling stock schedule will be updated at τmin.

Figure 3 depicts the ARSRU algorithm with uncertainty. It consists of three com-

ponents: initialization at the top, the rolling stock algorithm on the left, and the advice

algorithm on the right. After initialization, the rolling stock algorithm and advice algo-

rithm iterate until a maximum number of iterations have been reached.

Input to the initialization is the set of disruptions D, the set of passenger groups Q,

the planned timetable T , and the estimated duration δpasg. The initial advice aq, the

candidate advice sets Aq and the realized path sets Pδqa are all initialized as the earliest

arriving path in the timetable T δpasg . Note that the initial advice would be equal to the

passengers’ preferred paths in Kroon et al. (2014) if the actual duration δ∗ were known.

The remainder of this section discusses the adjustments on the passenger simulation

algorithm, on the advice model and on the rolling stock rescheduling model.

6.1 Passenger Simulation Model & Uncertainty

The simulation algorithm under uncertainty follows the same general rules as those de-

scribed in Section 4. The passengers start their journeys according to the latest known

timetable, and eventually re-plan their paths at the start of the disruption (at τstart) based

on the announced timetable T δpasg and on the advice aq. Whether or not passengers accept

the advice or not depends on the behavioural rules of Section 4.2.1.

The only effect of uncertainty is that the passengers learn the actual timetable T δ∗ at

τmin. As a reaction, the simulation is paused, and the passengers re-plan their journeys

again: they all choose the earliest arriving path in T δ∗ .

The realized paths computed in the simulation depend on the disruption duration δ∗.

Consequently the ARSRU algorithm maintains an own set Pδqa of realized paths for each
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passenger group q ∈ Q, each advice a ∈ Aq and each duration δ ∈ D. The simulation for

a given δ∗ adds paths to the sets Pδ∗qa .

Note that the set of recommended paths for the advice Aq does not depend on the

disruption duration δ∗, as this duration is yet unknown at τstart. Every run of the passen-

ger simulation may provide new recommended paths to the set a ∈ Aq, as described in

Section 4.3.2

We note that the scenarios give rise to graphs with different sets of arcs. Therefore our

approach treats recommended paths as geographical paths, i.e., as sequences of stations

with direct travel possibilities between them. The simulation algorithm translates the

geographical paths to actual paths (i.e., sequences of arcs) in the given timetable graph:

It selects the earliest arriving path that is consistent with the geographical path.

6.2 Advice Optimization & Uncertainty

The advice algorithm selects the advice with the overall minimal anticipated passenger

inconvenience, calculated over all D. After each run of the advice optimization model, the

passenger simulation is performed for each δ ∈ D in which the candidate recommended

path sets Aq and realized path sets Pδqa are extended. The advice algorithm terminates if

an iterations limit is reached, or if no new paths are added to neither Aq or Pδqa.
The advice optimization model with uncertain disruption duration is an extension of

(1) – (4) by means of additional decision variables and some altered constraints. New

decision variables xδqpa represent the number of passengers who follow realized path p

belonging to advice and recommended path a and passenger group q given a disruption

duration of δ. The variables yqa, reflecting whether or not recommended path a is selected

for passenger group q, remains independent of the disruption’s duration.

Let ψδ denote the probability that scenario δ occurs, and cδqp denote the inconvenience

of realized path p for passenger group q given a disruption duration of δ. Finally kδt

represent the capacity of trip t in adjusted timetable T δ for disruption length δ. The trip

capacities are obtained from the last rolling stock scheduling step. The advice optimization

model with uncertainty reads as follows.

min
∑
δ∈D

∑
q∈Q

∑
a∈Aq

∑
p∈Pδqa

ψδcδqpx
δ
qpa



such that: ∑
a∈Aq

yqa = 1 ∀q ∈ Q (6)

∑
p∈Pδqa

xδqpa = yqawq ∀q ∈ Q, a ∈ Aq, ∀δ ∈ D (7)

∑
q∈Q

∑
a∈Aq

∑
p∈Pδqat

xδqpa ≤ kδt ∀δ ∈ D, ∀t ∈ T δ (8)

xδqpa ≥ 0,yqa ∈ {0, 1} ∀δ ∈ D,∀q ∈ Q, ∀a ∈ Aq,∀p ∈ Pδqa (9)

The objective is changed to minimize the expected passenger inconvenience over all

disruption durations δ ∈ D. Constraint (6) is identical to (1). Constraints (7) – (9)

express that the path decomposition constraints (2), trip capacity constraints (3) and

non-negativity constraints (4) hold for each duration δ.

The advice optimization model with uncertain disruption duration is a two-stage

stochastic program with |D| explicitly given scenarios. The variables yap represent the

first stage decisions, while the variables xδqpa contain the second stage decisions.

6.3 Rolling Stock Schedule & Uncertainty

The uncertainty of the disruption gives rise to rolling stock schedules for each possible

disruption length. These schedules must coincide during the time period between τstart

and τmin because the disruption length is revealed only at τmin.

Our rolling stock algorithm under uncertainty consists of two stages. The first stage

computes a new rolling stock schedule rI for T δroll where δroll is the estimated duration

of the disruption. The schedule rI covers the entire planning horizon to also take into

account expected off-balances at the end of the day. The second stage of the rolling stock

algorithm models the rescheduling step at τmin when the actual duration of the disruption

is revealed. In fact, the second stage creates a rolling stock schedule rIIδ for each possible

disruption length δ ∈ D since the advice optimization model relies on the trip capacities

for each δ.

The relation between rI and rIIδ is depicted in Figure 4. The rolling stock schedules are

identical during the uncertainty period between τstart and τmin. After τmin, the schedule

rI has different continuations based on the actual disruption length δ.

The schedules rI and rIIδ are obtained by iterating between rolling stock optimization

and passenger simulation as proposed by Kroon et al. (2014). The computations for rI and

for rIIδ use the timetables T δroll and T δ, respectively. Whenever the simulation module is

launched, we use the same advice, namely the one that was computed in the last call to

the advice optimization module.



r : rI rIIδi

rIIδ1

rIIδn

Figure 4: Schematic representation of rolling stock solution: a common part between τstart

and τmin is followed by a scenario-dependent part after τmin.

The solution process starts by an initialization of passenger demand under the as-

sumption that all trains have infinite capacity. The iterations between optimization and

simulation terminate if a certain iteration limit is reached.

We note that the results of Kroon et al. (2014) are not directly comparable to the

results presented here due to the concept of uncertainty and slightly different modelling

of passenger behaviour

7 Computational Results
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500 Gv Gd Ut Amf Zl hourly

700 Shl Amf Zl hourly
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1500 Asd Amf Dv half hourly

1600 Shl Amf Dv hourly

1700 Gv Gd Ut Amf Dv hourly

1900 Gv Rtd Drdr half hourly

200 Gv Gd Ut Ah half hourly

2100 Asd Shl Ledn Gv Rtd Drdr half hourly

2600 Asd Shl Ledn Gv half hourly

2800 Rtd Gd Ut Amf half hourly

3000 Amr Asd Ut Ah half hourly

3500 Shl Ut Ht half hourly

8800 Ledn Ut half hourly

20500 Rtd Gd Ut hourly

21700 Rtd Gd Ut hourly

Figure 5: The network considered in the test instances.

7.1 Cases and Experimental Design

The test cases concern 5 different disruptions in the heavily used core part of the network

of Netherlands Railways, the largest passenger rail operator in the Netherlands. Figure 5

depicts the network of 14 stations connected by 938 timetable services which give rise



to 2,324 station-to-station trips. The test instances include 11,415 passenger groups,

representing 422,022 passengers. The cases are derived from those in Kroon et al. (2014),

the only difference is that we consider here an uncertain duration of the disruption.

Name Disruption Durations D
D1 Rotterdam (Rtd) – The Hague (Gv) 3, 3.5, and 4 hours

D2 Gouda (Gd) – Utrecht (Ut) 3, 3.5, and 4 hours

D3 Utrecht (Ut) – Amersfoort (Amf) 3, 3.5, and 4 hours

D4 The Hague (Gv) – Leiden (Ledn) 3, 3.5, and 4 hours

D5 Amsterdam (Asd) – Utrecht (Ut) 3, 3.5, and 4 hours

Table 2: Cases

Disruptions Each test case represents the blockage of a line segment between two sta-

tions in the network, see Table 2. The duration is 3, 3.5 or 4 hours; these are typical values

for the length of severe disruption. The half-hourly frequency of most trains motivates

the 30 minute increase per scenario. Our cases consider disruptions during the afternoon

peak, as these affect the most passengers and are most likely to lead to capacity shortages.

Typically, around 5-6,000 passenger groups are included in the advice optimization model

– the others having finished their journey already. The advice optimization model con-

tains 30-60,000 decision variables. Between 2% (in D1) and 17% (in D2) of the passenger

groups could experience delay due to capacity shortages, and therefore may receive an

advice different to the shortest path. In D2 and D5, about 40% of the affected passenger

groups have at least two alternatives to the shortest detour path; on average, between 2

and 3.4 recommended paths are available per passenger group. The ratio between realized

paths and recommended paths suggests that capacity shortages are more common in these

cases, at least without advice. Section 7.2.2 discusses the absolute number of passengers

affected by the disruption.

Lower bounds Both ARSRU solutions and RSRU solutions are compared to a lower

bound LBδ, computed as the passenger inconvenience given infinite capacity and perfect

information about the disruption length in scenario δ. In the lower bound, passengers

follow a shortest path in the timetable adjusted to the disruption of deterministic length.

However, our cases have insufficient capacity available to accommodate all passengers on

the shortest route, and the disruption length is uncertain. Thus, even optimal solutions

for ARSRU cannot achieve a zero percent gap, and therefore the gap does not represent

an optimality gap. Still, the gap is a good measure for how close the solution is to an ideal

solution for passengers.



Name Rolling Stock Schedule Computation Evaluation in passenger simulation

V0 RSRU φ = 0

V1 ARSRU , φ = 1 φ = 1

V2 ARSRU , φ = 1 φ = 0

V3 ARSRU , φ = 1 φ =logit

V4 ARSRU , φ = 1 φ = {0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.95}

Table 3: Overview of problem versions

We report the relative gap with the lower bound, which is defined per scenario as

rδ =
PIδ − LBδ

LBδ
(10)

where PIδ and LBδ denote the passenger inconvenience for the model’s solution and the

LB solution in scenario δ, respectively. The relative gap over all scenarios is defined as

r =

∑
δ∈D(PIδ − LBδ)∑

δ∈D LBδ
. (11)

Advice and passenger behaviour The ARSRU solution quality is influenced both

by the advice and by the rolling stock schedule. To estimate the contribution of both, we

evaluate five versions of our problem (see Table 6).

RSRU denotes the straightforward adaptation of the model of Kroon et al. (2014) to

include the uncertain disruption duration. In this model there is no advice, and passengers

follow the shortest path in the timetable T δpasg . The solutions of this model represent, to

our best knowledge, the state-of-the-art in passenger oriented rolling stock rescheduling.

We will refer to these as V0.

V1, V2 and V3, V4 represent the rolling stock circulation computed by our ARSRU

algorithm with the inclusion of advice, each solution evaluated under a different passenger

behaviour assumption in the passenger simulation: In V1 all passengers follow the advice;

in V2 no passengers follow the advice, and passenger behaviour is identical to V0; in V3

passengers follow the advice according to a logit model; and in V4 a fixed percentage of

passengers follow the advice.

In the V3 and V4 evaluations, the passenger groups are split. For example, if φ = 0.2

then the passenger group is split in a first group with a weight of 20% that follows the

advice, and a second group with weight 80% that follows the shortest path in T δpasg , like

V0.

In the V2 evaluation, the logit model defines the probability of following the advice de-

pendent on the relative quality of recommended path pqa to shortest path in the timetable

pt. This probability is computed as φ = e
θcpqa

e
θcpqa+eθcpt

. Parameter θ is set such that pas-

sengers are reluctant to follow an advice when the length of the advised path is (much)



longer: in our experiments when two paths differ by 10 minutes, 95% of the passengers

select the shortest path pt, and only 5% of the passengers follow the longer recommended

path pqa.

The purpose of V2 is to model passengers following their own best interests given the

advice and the timetable provided to them. More realistic and advanced route choice

models could be incorporated in the framework in the future. Prato (2009) presents an

overview of route choice models. Parameters for such models could be estimated using

survey data, such as for example proposed by Anderson et al. (2014) for the multi-modal

network of the Greater Copenhagen Area. Generally this would require a more detailed

estimation of the inconvenience of a path, and possibly a distinction between different

passenger types and trip purposes, as also motivated in Nielsen (2000). It is however

outside the scope of the current paper to develop such models.

The ARSRU algorithm could also compute advice and rolling stock schedules with the

above mentioned different passenger behavioural models included in the simulation during

computation of solutions. However, the relation between recommended paths and realized

paths, resulting from only some passengers following the advice, becomes in this case less

clear. Therefore we limited ourselves to evaluating solutions of the ARSRU algorithm

(computed assuming φ = 1) under different behaviour assumptions. This analysis is

intended as a validation of our model and as a sensitivity analysis. We leave the inclusion

of different passenger behaviour in the algorithm for future research.

7.2 Solution Quality

After summarizing the main results (Section 7.2.1), we discuss the different scenarios and

passenger inconvenience in more detail (Section 7.2.2), as well as performance of ARSRU

under different behavioural models (Section 7.2.3).

7.2.1 Summary of results

Table 4 presents the relative gap r (see (11)) of the RSRU and ARSRU solutions for the

best settings of δpasg and δroll per evaluation version. Per case, the relative gap of V1

always turns out to be smaller than V0, indicating that the integration of providing ad-

vice and rescheduling rolling stock can reduce passenger inconvenience during disruptions.

The differences in gaps between cases indicates that some disruption locations impact pas-

sengers more severely than others. Specifically, the largest benefit of providing advice is

achieved in D2 and D5 where the relative gap drops from 35.6% to 16.51% and from 92.5%

to 10.1%. These cases concern the busiest, most central links in the network, for which

multiple detours are available.

In the following, we aim at isolating the benefits of the different rolling stock schedule

and the provision of advice in ARSRU separately by comparing the different versions.



The appendix contains an example that analyses the benefits of these at microscopic level

for D5.

Case RSRU (r) ARSRU (r)

V0 V1 V2 V3

D1 8.33 8.17 8.35 8.18

D2 35.6 16.51 31.22 26.39

D3 6.55 5.31 6.89 5.67

D4 8.86 5.98 6.68 6.20

D5 92.5 10.10 23.66 19.21

Table 4: Minimum relative gap per case for RSRU and ARSRU , with the ARSRU solution

evaluated under three passenger behavioural models, computed according to (11). The

minimum is taken over all δpasg and δroll.

Rolling Stock In cases D2, D4 and D5, a better rolling stock schedule is found in

ARSRU then in RSRU , as V2’s relative gap is lower than V0’s. In the remaining D1 and

D3 the ARSRU rolling stock schedule is very close in performance to RSRU , the difference

is only 0.34 and 0.02 percent point. For example in D5, we found that the rolling stock

schedule uses additional capacity on some of the popular detour routes. This reduced

both the number of capacity bottlenecks at stations, and the duration of the remaining

bottlenecks, but increased the operational costs of the rolling stock model. The Rolling

Stock Optimization module (from Kroon et al. (2014)) minimizes combined operational

costs (resulting, e.g., from the number of kilometres run by the rolling stock) and passenger

inconvenience (such as delays). Despite the increase in operational costs, the combined

objective value of the rolling stock optimization component is much lower for the ARSRU

rolling stock circulation than in RSRU . We ran the RSRU algorithm longer, but still the

best found solution was similar to Table 4 and did not come close to the ARSRU solution.

This indicates that the rolling stock rescheduling algorithm could be improved; we leave

this investigation for future research.

Advice The provision of advice itself reduces passenger inconvenience further: for the

same rolling stock schedule, the relative gap is lower with advice (V1) than without advice

(V2) for all cases. For example in D5, discussed in the appendix, some passengers receive

the advice for a route 10 minutes longer than the shortest path in the timetable. These

passengers however save 20 minutes by avoiding the capacity bottleneck that occurs with-

out advice in V2. This illustrates that dense networks, like that of Netherlands Railways,

have viable detour options. These detour paths, when recommended, can significantly

reduce passenger inconvenience.



Settings Relative Gap (rδ) Mean Delay Delayed Passengers

Case Advice S M L S M L S M L

D1 RSRU 11.22 6.49 7.67 34.4 33.7 34.2 12942 14217 15342

D1 ARSRU 11.03 6.48 7.39 34.3 33.7 34.2 12944 14215 15323

D1 ∆% −2 0 −4 0 0 0 0 0 0

D2 RSRU 42.34 29.85 29.03 53.0 52.6 53.6 26067 27124 28768

D2 ARSRU 18.56 14.54 16.65 50.0 51.0 53.2 22997 24718 26193

D2 ∆% −56 −51 −43 −6 −3 −1 −12 −9 −9

D3 RSRU 12.84 2.92 4.95 47.2 47.0 48.5 9223 9862 10831

D3 ARSRU 11.52 2.58 2.96 48.0 46.9 47.8 8971 9846 10776

D3 ∆% −10 −12 −40 2 0 −1 −3 0 −1

D4 RSRU 14.16 6.36 6.88 41.9 42.3 43.3 17486 18358 19611

D4 ARSRU 10.60 3.79 4.27 41.9 42.2 43.1 16920 17988 19223

D4 ∆% −25 −40 −38 0 0 0 −3 −2 −2

D5 RSRU 94.25 90.80 92.93 47.8 48.9 50.7 20557 22186 23555

D5 ARSRU 12.25 11.24 7.30 35.4 35.4 35.3 16058 17862 18784

D5 ∆% −87 −88 −92 −26 −28 −30 −22 −19 −20

Table 5: Summary of solution quality per scenario for RSRU and ARSRU , and percentage

difference ∆ between RSRU and ARSRU . rδ is computed according to equation (10)

The advised paths themselves are in general attractive to passengers. This is demon-

strated by the small difference between full acceptance of advice (V1) and probabilistic

acceptance according to a logit model (V3). In D1, D2 and D4, the relative gap difference

is less than 0.36 percent points. In D2 and D5, the difference between V1 and V3 is larger:

9.11 and 9.88 and percent points, respectively. Still, the relative gap in V3 is lower than

in V2 where no passengers follow the advice. Moreover, we set the logit model to be very

conservative; hence if passengers were a bit slightly willing to make detours (of say, 10

minutes, like in the advise of D5), one could expect even better results. Overall, V3 gaps

are lower than V0 and V2, thus indicating that the advice is beneficial to passengers. In

particular, our algorithm finds candidate recommended paths that are indeed generally in

the best interest of the passengers.

7.2.2 Scenarios and Passenger Inconvenience

This section discusses results per scenario (short, medium, long), and the passenger delay

distribution. Table 5 provides a closer look at the relative gap rδ (see (10)) per disruption

duration, as well as at the absolute mean delay per affected passenger, and at the total

number of delayed passengers. The latter two include unavoidable passenger inconvenience



even with perfect information and unlimited capacity, and therefore the change in relative

gap rδ is larger than the change in absolute delay per passenger and number of affected

passengers. Rows ∆% show the relative difference between RSRU and ARSRU .

The ARSRU solutions reduce the relative gap rδ for all disruption lengths, mostly by

reducing the number of affected passengers, for example, by 10% in D2 and by 20% in D5.

Indeed, the ARSRU solutions for D2 and D5 have much fewer passengers who are not

able to board a train. Moreover, the average delay for all affected passengers is reduced

in most cases; case D5 has a reduction of up to 30%. The small improvements in D1, D3,

and D4 are in line with previously found small improvements in Kroon et al. (2014), and

may be an indication that solutions are close to optimal. The development of better lower

bounds in future research could validate this hypothesis.
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Figure 6: Cumulative Delay distribution for Case D2, δ = S

Figure 6 depicts the cumulative delay distributions for D2. The horizontal axis shows

the delay minutes, the vertical indicates the percentage of passengers that experienced

at most a given amount of delay. The ARSRU solution for D2 reduces the number of

delayed passengers by 13%, from 5.4% to 6.2% of the population. ARSRU ’s cumulative

delay distribution graph is above RSRU in most of Figure 6; this indicates that most

of the passengers (96% of delayed passengers) experience smaller delays in ARSRU than

in RSRU . The other test cases behave similarly, but are also able to reduce all worst

case delays. Case D5 is most pronounced where 19% less passengers are affected by

the disruption. The number of affected passengers drops from 4.7 to 3.8% of the full

population.



7.2.3 Passenger Behaviour and Parameters

Table 6 contains the relative gap r (see (11)) for ARSRU and RSRU solutions for disrup-

tion cases D1 to D5 over all settings of δpasg and δroll, and for ARSRU for the different

behavioural models. Each row from left to right presents respectively the relative gap

given a logit model (V3), full compliance (V1), fixed compliance of advice (from 95% to

20% of passengers as V4), no advice (V2, 0% compliance), and finally the relative gap in

the RSRU solution with no advice (V0). The minimum over all possible settings of δpasg

and δroll for versions V0 - V3 were previously presented in Table 4 and are also marked in

bold in Table 6.

Both δpasg and δroll have in general a noticeable influence on the quality of the solution.

Defining the variance as the difference between the minimum and maximum relative gap

per case, RSRU has a variance between 3 and 21 percent point per case. ARSRU ’s

variance is commonly smaller and between 0.34 and 15.17 percent point; only for D2 (13.9

percent point) it is higher than RSRU (7.88). For both ARSRU and RSRU the variance

is lowest for D1 and highest for D5. The variance increases when less passengers follow

the advice. The best settings for V2 and V0 (both no advice) generally seem to coincide,

and δpasg = M , δroll = M give the best or close to the best results. ARSRU V1 results

would improve over RSRU given these settings for all cases, but in D1, D2 and D5 yields

better results with δpasg = S.

The best selection of δpasg and δroll depends also on the behavioural model. In general,

a long δpasg gives better results when not all passengers follow the advice. If δpasg = S,

more passengers than on a undisrupted day will be waiting for this first train, as soon

as waiting is faster than starting a detour. In case of δ∗ = S, this train will depart, but

may not have sufficient capacity for all waiting passengers, causing additional delays for

passengers unable to board. In case of δ∗ = M or δ∗ = L, this train will not depart.

Passengers have lost time waiting in vain for the first train; will likely start a detour after

all, and will face a surge of demand on the detour route: consisting of passengers waiting

for the first train, and passengers that were planning to take this train in an undisrupted

situation. This again may lead to capacity bottlenecks. Therefore announcing the end

of the disruption early or prematurely leads in general to more delays for passengers.

Future research could focus on the influence of the timing of the disruption’s definite end

announcement. Moreover, the dependence on δroll indicates that a further development

of robust rolling stock rescheduling measures may be a second way to improve passenger

service during disruptions.

7.3 Computation Time and Convergence

All computational experiments were run using CPLEX version 12.6 on an Intel I7-4800MQ

2.7GHz processor. The algorithm is implemented in Java.



Case Settings ARSRU (r) RSRU (r)

V3 V1 Compliance rate (V4) V2 V0

δpasg δroll P 1.0 0.95 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0

D1 S S 14.24 8.51 8.69 9.35 10.44 11.75 13.59 15.42 10.50

D1 S M 13.90 8.17 8.19 8.49 9.62 11.11 13.18 15.30 10.91

D1 S L 14.33 8.17 8.19 8.57 9.83 11.53 13.63 15.68 11.38

D1 M S 8.65 8.51 8.52 8.54 8.57 8.60 8.63 8.67 8.65

D1 M M 8.23 8.17 8.18 8.20 8.24 8.27 8.31 8.35 8.33

D1 M L 8.23 8.17 8.18 8.20 8.24 8.27 8.31 8.35 8.33

D1 L S 8.71 8.51 8.55 8.67 8.82 8.98 9.13 9.29 9.29

D1 L M 8.18 8.17 8.22 8.34 8.51 8.67 8.84 9.01 9.06

D1 L L 8.18 8.17 8.22 8.34 8.51 8.67 8.84 9.01 9.06

D2 S S 27.75 16.56 17.13 19.51 22.60 25.63 28.80 32.18 42.11

D2 S M 26.75 16.51 16.70 18.18 21.00 24.34 27.72 31.22 39.79

D2 S L 36.82 25.95 26.40 28.06 30.81 33.93 37.16 40.53 43.45

D2 M S 33.74 29.96 30.14 31.00 32.31 33.65 34.99 36.33 36.48

D2 M M 29.52 24.53 24.85 26.02 27.55 29.11 30.64 32.24 36.01

D2 M L 29.96 26.90 27.03 27.57 28.54 29.68 30.91 32.30 37.59

D2 L S 34.88 30.41 30.49 31.85 33.59 35.23 36.95 38.75 38.26

D2 L M 26.39 23.58 23.93 25.05 26.68 28.42 30.23 32.18 36.16

D2 L L 36.22 30.27 30.78 32.45 34.82 37.14 39.54 42.26 35.57

D3 S S 14.42 6.10 6.38 7.31 9.06 11.20 13.61 16.29 12.60

D3 S M 12.88 5.31 5.48 6.33 7.87 9.75 12.10 14.74 10.77

D3 S L 14.11 6.15 6.46 7.51 9.07 10.91 13.25 16.14 13.10

D3 M S 6.95 6.10 6.18 6.42 6.74 7.09 7.53 8.03 6.62

D3 M M 5.96 5.31 5.37 5.56 5.81 6.10 6.50 6.89 6.55

D3 M L 7.08 6.18 6.25 6.48 6.79 7.16 7.60 8.10 7.11

D3 L S 6.38 6.11 6.16 6.32 6.54 6.81 7.08 7.34 7.11

D3 L M 5.67 5.46 5.53 5.74 6.01 6.30 6.67 7.08 6.84

D3 L L 6.52 6.26 6.30 6.44 6.63 6.87 7.11 7.34 7.11

D4 S S 15.32 8.22 8.38 8.88 9.92 11.56 13.79 16.30 19.26

D4 S M 13.68 6.04 6.22 6.95 8.20 9.87 12.15 14.68 19.14

D4 S L 15.09 6.05 6.23 7.15 8.82 10.74 13.25 16.19 20.05

D4 M S 6.42 6.04 6.05 6.10 6.17 6.23 6.42 6.68 8.86

D4 M M 6.41 5.98 6.00 6.06 6.14 6.21 6.41 6.69 8.87

D4 M L 8.67 8.25 8.27 8.33 8.40 8.48 8.65 8.86 8.87

D4 L S 6.26 6.07 6.13 6.32 6.57 6.82 7.20 7.65 9.83

D4 L M 6.20 5.99 6.05 6.26 6.52 6.79 7.18 7.65 9.83

D4 L L 8.50 8.27 8.34 8.54 8.80 9.07 9.46 9.93 9.83

D5 S S 21.95 10.10 10.32 11.33 13.08 17.82 24.75 36.44 103.16

D5 S L 26.67 11.88 12.05 12.82 15.49 20.60 27.35 37.92 113.53

D5 S M 40.63 12.84 13.41 15.41 20.83 31.05 41.50 51.89 108.33

D5 M S 19.21 11.02 11.07 11.35 12.61 15.63 19.77 25.24 93.98

D5 M M 20.71 12.38 12.38 12.59 14.11 16.70 21.10 27.34 94.31

D5 M L 38.33 25.27 26.01 28.33 31.38 34.73 38.54 42.62 98.97

D5 L S 18.38 11.02 11.01 11.10 12.11 14.83 18.58 23.66 92.53

D5 L M 20.18 12.38 12.34 12.43 13.79 16.22 20.47 26.56 92.61

D5 L L 37.77 25.27 25.96 28.12 31.02 34.14 37.62 41.33 92.99

Table 6: Overview of relative gap r (computed according to equation (11)) for RSRU and

ARSRU for different behavioural settings. Bold are best solutions over settings δpasg and

δroll for solutions where passenger behaviour follows a logit model, follows the advice, or

never follows the advice (left to right), and for solutions RSRU .



7.3.1 Computation Time

Case Full Rolling Stock Advice Passenger

Optimization Algorithm It. Optimization Algorithm It. Simulation

Mean Max Mean Max Mean Max Mean Max Mean Max Mean Max

D1 4.33 4.45 0.03 0.17 1.03 1.11 0.24 0.25 0.49 0.69 0.03 0.03

D2 10.55 11.59 0.03 0.07 2.01 2.08 0.69 0.8 2.11 2.33 0.11 0.18

D3 4.96 5.15 0.03 0.09 1.09 1.11 0.3 0.31 0.71 0.79 0.03 0.03

D4 5.05 5.22 0.03 0.11 1.11 1.24 0.28 0.29 0.75 0.76 0.03 0.03

D5 7.58 8.45 0.03 0.11 1.65 1.77 0.7 0.85 1.65 1.93 0.05 0.17

Table 7: Computation times (in minutes) for the full algorithm, solving the mathematical

optimization models, a single iteration of the sub-algorithms, and the passenger simulation

model.

The computation times for the full model and the individual components in Table 7

are in minutes per case, allowing for two iterations between the algorithms for advice

optimization and rolling stock optimization, and two iterations between the passenger

simulation model and the advice optimization model or the rolling stock rescheduling

model. One iteration of the rolling stock algorithm contains |D|+1 calls to the rolling stock

optimization model. One iteration of the advice algorithm calls the advice optimization

model once, and the passenger simulation |D| times. More information can be found in

Section 6. Additional computational experiments showed that more iterations only led to

minor improvement in solution quality: a maximum of 2.2 percent point in r for D2, 1.3

percent point in r for D5, and less than 0.2 percent point in r for the other cases. Table 7

provides the mean and maximum computation times per case over all possible settings for

δpasg and δroll.

The optimization model solves in less than a minute for the advice optimization, and

a few seconds for the rolling stock optimization. The passenger simulation runs between

1.5 and 10 seconds, most commonly in 2 seconds or less. An iteration of the advice

optimization requires between 0.49 and 2.33 minutes. Longer computation times were

associated with a bigger positive impact of advice on the solution quality. A rolling stock

iteration requires between one and two minutes.

The total computation time is between 4.33 and 11.59 minutes. There are opportuni-

ties to decrease computation time by a more efficient implementation, for instance using

parallel computation in (part of) the algorithm. Specifically, rIIδ is currently computed

sequentially for all scenarios, but could be computed in parallel as they are independent.

Similarly, the passenger simulation could be run in parallel for different scenarios in the

advice optimization algorithm, with similar savings. The individual components of math-



ematical optimization model and simulations are relatively fast (Table 7), and therefore

limited benefit is expected from using parallelization within these components.

7.3.2 Convergence

The ARSRU algorithm is not guaranteed to converge, this is in line with the observations

of Kroon et al. (2014) on non-converging character of their rolling stock optimization

framework. In this section, we illustrate the typical behaviour of ARSRU by studying

how the relative gap progresses. We solve disruption cases D1-D5.In these runs, we allow

5 iterations of the inner loop for rolling stock, and at most 5 iterations of the inner loop

for advice. We terminate the inner loop for advice if no new candidate or realized paths

are found, and return the best result found so far. Finally, the outer loop is limited to 5

iterations.

Figure 7 gives the progression of the relative gaps rδ (see (10)) for each disruption

length and the the best settings of δpasg and δroll. The vertical axis represents the relative

gap; the horizontal axis shows the number of calls to the advice optimization model. The

markers on the lines indicate the data points right after finishing an inner loop for rolling

stock. That is, the markers delineate the outer loop iterations. The sharp vertical changes,

such as those in D2, D4 and D5, correspond to an improvement thanks to a superior rolling

stock solution.

The lines in Figure 7 follow two patterns: either no improvement on the initial solution,

or a 2-step reduction where the first reduction arises from advice optimization and the

second reduction is achieved in the subsequent call to the rolling stock module. Notice

that, in most cases, the best solution is found in the first outer iterations, and within the

first two inner iterations. D2 behaves atypically, it has an improvement of 2% points in

the third outer iteration.

While different settings of δpasg and δroll mostly give lines very similar to those in

Figure 7, a few rare cases show other interesting patterns. The left diagram in Figure 8

indicates a case where advice optimization iterations yield successively worse solutions,

but the subsequent rolling stock optimization step recovers solution quality. The right

diagram in Figure 8 is an example for the opposite case where an inferior solution of

rolling stock optimization is improved by subsequent advice optimization runs.

In summary, the convergence of the ARSRU algorithm is not guaranteed and the

settings of δpasg and δroll have a strong influence on the convergence. In most test cases

and for most settings, the best solution is found within the first 2 iterations the loops,

which motivated our selection of 2 iterations for the experiments. Adding more iterations

is rarely beneficial, it may occasionally even worsen the solution.
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Figure 7: Convergence of cases D1-D5 for best settings of δpasg and δroll.
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Figure 8: Two additional patterns that occurred: increase in passenger inconvenience over

multiple advice loops, and increase in passenger inconvenience due to new rolling stock

schedule.

8 Conclusion and Discussion

This paper presents an optimization algorithm for improving passenger service during ma-

jor disruptions with an uncertain duration. It provides personalized route advice supported

by rolling stock rescheduling. The algorithm includes more realistic dynamic passenger

behaviour in systems with free route choice than an operator control or flow cost min-

imization model. Route advice is intended to be in the best interest of the passengers

receiving it. We evaluate solutions under various assumptions on passenger behaviour,

including that passengers ignore the advice. We compare our approach to the state-of-

the-art passenger-oriented rescheduling framework Kroon et al. (2014) that does not use

advice.

Results on realistic test cases indicate that the integrated advice and rolling stock

scheduling solutions of the proposed ARSRU algorithm significantly reduces the passenger

inconvenience, even when the duration of the disruption is uncertain and when not all

passengers follow the advice. The number of passengers affected by the disruption is

reduced by up to 20%, and average delay is reduced by up to 30%. The model is successful

in advising routes that are attractive to individual passengers; indeed, the solution quality

is still good when passengers only accept advice according to a logit model, where the

recommended route in the advice is weighed against the expected shortest path in the

timetable. In addition, the solution quality only diminishes slowly when increasing the

number of passengers who do not follow the advice.

We compare the ARSRU algorithm to an existing passenger oriented rescheduling

model that does not consider travel advice. Our computational tests indicate that, in

3 out of 5 cases, service quality benefits from travel advice even if some passengers de-



cide to disregard it. In some test cases we experience a dramatic improvement even if

all passengers ignore the advice. We believe that the improvement is due to a more re-

fined prediction of the likely passengers flows. Better anticipated demand leads to better

rolling stock schedules that are able to prevent the most severe capacity bottlenecks. A

investigation of these details is the subject of our on-going research.

Areas for future research include extending the passenger behavioural model, consider-

ing different ways of modelling the uncertain disruption length, developing a robust rolling

stock rescheduling module, and efforts to increase the speed of the algorithm. In partic-

ular, we wonder how our algorithm behaves if passenger receive individually customised

travel advice, rather than providing the same advice to each member of a passenger group.

Moreover, future research could use the current wealth of data on passenger demand to

fine tune, validate, and possibly add to, the behavioural assumptions in the simulation

and solution approach.

Appendix: Disruption Amsterdam-Utrecht (D5)

In this appendix we provide a few details of the ARSRU solution for D5, the most inter-

esting of our test instances, a disruption between Amsterdam (Asd) and Utrecht (Ut).

Two main detour routes exist: the shortest path Asd-Shl-Ut, and the recommended

path Asd-Amf-Ut which takes 13 minutes longer. Table 8 shows the number of passengers

per trip and the capacity per trip for V0, V1, and V2. The upper part describes the

shortest detour, the lower part describes the recommended detour. Green (and blue)

colours indicate trips more (and less) passengers than in V0, respectively. Fully crowded

trips are underlined.

Without advice (V0), capacity bottlenecks arise first at Schiphol (Shl-Ut, 16:44 and

17:14), and later also at Amsterdam (Asd-Shl, 16:59). These bottlenecks will remain

present for several hours. Passengers unable to board at Schiphol incur an additional

30 minutes delay. At Amsterdam, the next train arrives in 15 minutes – however, given

the lower frequency at Schiphol, even capacity bottlenecks at Amsterdam may lead to 30

minutes delay.

Bottlenecks still arise in V2, where the ARSRU solution is evaluated assuming that

passengers ignore the advice. However, the ARSRU algorithm increases capacity for

trips Asd-Shl 16:59, and Shl-Ut 17:14. This removes the bottleneck at Amsterdam and

reduces the severity of the bottleneck at Schiphol. Bottlenecks resolve much faster, and

less passengers are unable to board a train.

All bottlenecks disappear in this example if passengers do follow the advice. Indeed,

V1 is the only case with no capacity bottlenecks, and also the only case were some of the

passengers take the detour via Amersfoort. Although this path is 13 minutes longer in



From To Passengers per trip Capacity From To Passengers per trip Capacity

Asd Shl V0 V1 V2 V0 V1 Shl Ut V0 V1 V2 V1 V0

15:59 16:12 406 406 406 847 847 16:14 16:47 670 670 670 1716 1144

16:11 16:27 1140 969 1140 1144 1144

16:29 16:42 1490 1336 1490 1716 1716 16:44 17:17 1694 1690 1694 1694 1694

16:41 16:57 1011 1011 1011 1144 1144

16:59 17:12 1144 1208 1323 1144 1716 17:14 17:47 1419 1774 1991 1419 1991

Asd Amf V0 V1 V2 V0 V1 Amf Ut V0 V1 V2 V0 V1

16:27 17:04 580 905 580 1716 1716 17:11 17:28 299 623 299 847 847

17:24 17:39 334 334 334 1419 1419

16:57 17:34 722 837 722 1716 1716 17:41 17:58 228 343 228 847 847

17:54 18:09 355 355 355 847 847

Table 8: Timetable, passenger flows and capacity for the two main detour routes Asd-Shl-

Ut and Asd-Amf-Ut. Trips with more (or less) passengers than V0 are marked in bold

blue (or bold green). Trips at maximum capacity are underlined.

the timetable, it does save 19 minutes for passengers who are unable to board the first

train leaving Schiphol: they arrive at Utrecht at 17:28 instead of 17:47. There is sufficient

available capacity on the Asd-Amf-Ut route, making it a credible attractive alternative

for passengers.

In summary, the ARSRU solution leads to better results in D5 as a result of both the

advice and the different rolling stock schedule. Although the operational costs of ARSRU

are higher for D5, these are offset by the reduction in passenger inconvenience (delays),

leading to a combined objective that is much lower in for ARSRU (V1) than RSRU (V0).

We ran RSRU with up to 10 iterations, and still could not find a solution close to the

ARSRU rolling stock solution. This suggests that there may be options to improve the

Rolling Stock Algorithm of Kroon et al. (2014) in general, and that sometimes ARSRU is

able to find such an improvement rolling stock schedule – independent of the provision of

advice.

The main reason for the Asd-Amf-Ut route being longer is the longer transfer time at

Amersfoort (Amf). It would be an interesting area of research to include small adjustments

in the model to further reduce passenger inconvenience during disruptions. Furthermore,

the Shl-Ut 17:14 train on the preferred route still has some additional capacity left. Al-

lowance to provide advice to individual passengers, rather than passenger groups, could

lead to further improvements in passenger service. However one may wonder if the pro-

vision of different advice for passenger with the same origin, destination, and departure

time is desirable in practice.
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